
Install Dimensions



INSTALLING ABBY IN YOUR FACILITY. 

POWER: ABBY™ requires a standard 110v power supply. Ideally, power, and hard-wired internet connection to 
ABBY™ is provided from above the unit at a height out of reach from residents (shown in the diagram). Additionally, 
having the power outlet energized by a wall switch not obvious but in the vicinity of the ABBY install helps with 
managing ABBY™ in the environment.      

INTERNET: Although ABBY™ can operate self-sufficiently without internet, for optimal benefit and performance of 
ABBY features and functions, as well as serviceability, a robust and reliable internet connection is necessary and 
highly recommended. Internet connectivity is necessary for ABBY™ to synchronize and update its media content 
libraries with our main administration hub/website, where KIOSK MANAGERS and FAMILY MEMBERS create and 
manage (customize) the media content of the ABBY™ Community and Resident profiles.  An internet connection 
allows us to service, diagnose, update software, and provide system support. Without internet connection, both 
Residents and care-providers do not fully benefit from ABBY™ features and functions. Without internet connection, 
we are not able provide system support to your ABBY™.    

It is not necessary or required that ABBY™ be connected to a facility network. A dedicated, hardwired internet 
connection is preferable as this type of internet connection is typically most reliable and secure. ABBY™ is WIFI 
capable should a hardwired internet connection not be available.   

CHOOSING A LOCATION 
ABBY™ is not meant to be portable inside the facility. ABBY™ is AMBIENT TECHNOLOGY, intended to reduce 
caregiver burden by conditioning Residents to become familiar with the ABBY destination on their own accord. 
We want Residents to feel engaged with their environment by providing social spaces that facilitate opportunities 
for spontaneous interaction, engagement, and socialization. In this context, ABBY™ is ideally mounted onto a wall in 
common space, large enough to accommodate social interactions and visitations, easily accessible, and observable 
by staff and family members. 

We want to condition Residents to become familiar with the ABBY™ destination. ABBY™ is fashioned to look 
recognizable - familiar and nostalgic. A Resident may discover ABBY™ in the environment and engage with ABBY™ 
on their own accord. Residents may not be capable of self-initiation at first and therefore caregivers may need to help 
the Resident with hand over hand assistance, helping stimulate memory through movement. ‘Priming’ may be required 
several times until a Resident is conditioned to initiate engagement on their own.  

INSTALLATION DETAILS
ABBY™ is mounted onto an ‘Offset Wall-Mount Frame’, supplied with the ABBY™ kiosk. The offset wall-mount frame 
is affixed to the wall first, and the ABBY™ Kiosk is then attached to the frame, which allows the ABBY™ Kiosk to sit 
4.5in (11.5cm) proud from the wall, and typically over handrails. We recommend that ABBY™ be positioned 70cm 
(27.5”) from floor height to the bottom of the ABBY™ front panel, placing ABBY™ at a height accessible to most 
residents who are ambulatory or in a wheelchair.

The ABBY™ Kiosk weighs 71.5lbs (32.4kgs). The combined weight of ABBY™ and the offset wall mount frame 
is 85.5lbs. Wall mounting hardware is supplied for most types of wall construction. Installation instructions are 
provided, and installation can be performed readily by your facility service technician(s). We provide 
installation if required and requested. Please ask for installation to be included when obtaining a quote.


